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Abstract

This paper focuses on the EmoWoz dataset, an001
extension of MultiWOZ that provides emotion002
labels for the dialogues. MultiWOZ was parti-003
tioned initially for another purpose, resulting in004
a distributional shift when considering the new005
purpose of emotion recognition. The emotion006
tags in EmoWoz are highly imbalanced and un-007
evenly distributed across the partitions, which008
causes sub-optimal performance and poor com-009
parison of models. We propose a stratified sam-010
pling scheme based on emotion tags to address011
this issue, improve the dataset’s distribution,012
and reduce dataset shift. We also introduce013
a special technique to handle conversation (se-014
quential) data with many emotional tags. Using015
our proposed sampling method, models built016
upon EmoWoz can perform better, making it017
a more reliable resource for training conversa-018
tional agents with emotional intelligence. We019
recommend that future researchers use this new020
partitioning to ensure consistent and accurate021
performance evaluations.022

1 Introduction023

Emotion recognition in task-oriented conversa-024

tional agents is challenging because it requires025

the agent to accurately interpret and respond to026

a user’s emotional state in real-time. Emotional027

signals can be complex and difficult to detect ac-028

curately, especially in unstructured conversations029

where users may not express their emotions ex-030

plicitly. Therefore, conversational agents need to031

interpret the contextual factors accurately to pro-032

vide appropriate responses sensitive to the user’s033

emotional state. Despite the challenges, emotion034

recognition in task-oriented conversational agents035

is important because it can improve the overall user036

experience (Zhang et al., 2020). By accurately de-037

tecting and responding to a user’s emotional state,038

conversational agents can provide more personal-039

ized and empathetic interactions, increasing user040

satisfaction and engagement. Additionally, emo-041

tion recognition can help agents identify when a 042

user is experiencing frustration, confusion, or other 043

negative emotions, allowing them to intervene and 044

provide support to prevent user dropout or dissat- 045

isfaction(Andre et al., 2004). Emotion recognition 046

is critical to developing effective task-oriented con- 047

versational agents that can provide a human-like 048

user experience (Polzin and Waibel, 2000). 049

Sentiment analysis in task-oriented conversa- 050

tional agents has been addressed in the literature as 051

an essential aspect of natural language processing 052

that can improve the overall user experience (Shi 053

and Yu, 2018; Saha et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). 054

However, the lack of publicly available data for 055

emotion recognition is a significant limitation for 056

task-oriented conversational agent applications. 057

MultiWOZ (Multi-Domain Wizard-of-Oz) is a 058

large-scale dataset of human-human written conver- 059

sations for task-oriented dialogue modeling. The 060

dataset was initially collected for training and evalu- 061

ating dialogue systems, particularly those designed 062

to assist users with completing specific tasks such 063

as booking a hotel or reserving a table at a restau- 064

rant (Budzianowski et al., 2018). Feng et al. (2022) 065

extended the MultiWOZ dataset by including dia- 066

logues between humans and a machine-generated 067

policy, which they named DialMAGE. They added 068

emotional labels to the user message and called the 069

resulting dataset EmoWOZ. EmoWOZ is a large- 070

scale, manually emotion-annotated corpus of task- 071

oriented dialogues. The corpus contains more than 072

11K dialogues with more than 83K emotion anno- 073

tations of user utterances, which makes it the first 074

large-scale open-source corpus of its kind. The 075

authors propose a novel emotion labeling scheme 076

tailored to task-oriented dialogues and demonstrate 077

the usability of this corpus for emotion recognition 078

and state tracking in task-oriented dialogues. The 079

authors highlights that while emotions in chit-chat 080

dialogues have received considerable attention (Li 081

et al., 2017; Poria et al., 2018; Zahiri and Choi, 082
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2017), emotions in task-oriented dialogues remain083

largely unaddressed. They argue that incorporating084

emotional intelligence can help conversational AI085

generate more emotionally and semantically appro-086

priate responses, making a better user experience.087

EmoWOZ authors maintained the original split088

of the MultiWOZ dataset and divided the Dial-089

MAGE dataset into three training, validation, and090

testing sets with a ratio of 8:1:1. While the orig-091

inal partitioning of the MultiWOZ dataset is suit-092

able for the development of task-oriented conversa-093

tional agents, it may not be optimal for detecting094

emotions. For emotion recognition, the EmoWoz095

dataset exhibits a phenomenon known as dataset096

shift, which refers to a discrepancy between the097

joint distribution of inputs and outputs during the098

training phase as opposed to the validation and099

test phases (Quinonero-Candela et al., 2008). This100

inconsistency leads to a decrease in performance101

when using the dataset. It is essential to address102

this issue by ensuring that the training, validation,103

and test sets are representative of the same under-104

lying distribution to improve model performance.105

Creating a new partitioning that accommodates this106

additional purpose improves the dataset’s reusabil-107

ity. By doing so, researchers can leverage the exist-108

ing dataset for detecting emotions. This approach109

enables more efficient and cost-effective use of the110

data while maintaining high-quality results.111

2 Data partitioning112

When building a predictive model, we typically113

split our data into three sets: a training set, a valida-114

tion set, and a test set. The purpose of the training115

set is to estimate model parameters, and the pur-116

pose of the validation set is to tune the model’s hy-117

perparameters and assess its performance. The test118

set aims to get an unbiased estimate of the model’s119

performance on new, unseen data. If the test set120

has a different distribution than the validation set, a121

model that performs well on the validation set may122

not be the best model for the test set, and vice versa.123

Therefore, it’s essential to ensure that the distribu-124

tions of the three sets are as similar as possible.125

126

We specifically concentrate on the MultiWOZ127

subset of EmoWOZ in this paper as it is widely128

used in various applications. Nonetheless, our129

approach can be readily extended to the entire130

EmoWOZ dataset. Approximately 2.5% of the131

MultiWOZ subset in (Feng et al., 2022) under-132

Relative Frequency Manual resolution
Fear. Abus. Dis. Fear. Abus. Dis.

Train 0.62 0.06 1.29 28.86 87.88 16.53
Val. 0.22 0.08 1.00 62.50 50.00 21.62
Test 0.20 0.07 1.47 40.00 100.0 20.37

Table 1: Relative frequency and Manual resolution
percentage for the three minority classes with less than
2% relative frequency in the MultiWOZ dataset

Data F1 for each Emotion Label Macro F1
Neu. Fea. Dis. Apo. Abu. Exc. Sat. w/o N. w N.

Train 93.94 54.71 50.19 72.85 32.49 42.32 88.78 56.89 62.18
Val. 94.09 26.25 46.72 73.35 50.00 43.19 88.73 54.71 60.33
Test 94.14 29.73 52.03 71.98 32.00 34.97 88.86 51.6 57.67

Table 2: Performance of annotators based on F1
for emotion labels (Neutral, Fearful, Dissatisfied,
Apologetic, Abusive, Excited, Satisfied) on MultiWOZ
. Following the benchmarks in the literature, in the aggregated
level, we report Macro F1 scores withoout Neutral and with
Neutral emotion.

went manual annotation for resolution. However, 133

this manual annotation was not evenly distributed 134

across all classes, and minority classes were af- 135

fected more than majority classes. For instance, 136

the abusive class in the test set was completely 137

annotated manually, while in the validation set it 138

was manually labeled in 50% of cases. Also, the 139

Fearful class had a relative frequency three times 140

higher in the training set, as shown in Table 1. 141

Three annotators labeled the utterances accord- 142

ing to the task. The final label was determined 143

primarily by the majority vote of the annotators. 144

Among all utterances, 72.1% had a complete agree- 145

ment among the three annotators. A partial agree- 146

ment was found for 26.4% of the utterances, while 147

for 1.5%, there was no agreement. The paper re- 148

ports that these instances were resolved manually 149

to address cases where the annotators could not 150

reach an agreement. In a small portion of the data, 151

a label different from the majority vote was chosen. 152

We use F1 scores to compare annotators across 153

data partitions to assess inter-annotator agreement. 154

In essence, we measure the effectiveness of annota- 155

tions by the three annotators across the training, val- 156

idation, and test sets using the final labels. Table 2 157

presents the results, indicating model performance 158

discrepancies across the training, validation, and 159

test sets. This phenomenon is known as dataset 160

shift in which there is a difference between the 161

joint distribution of inputs and outputs during the 162

training stage compared to the validation and test 163

stage (Quinonero-Candela et al., 2008), leading 164

to a decrease in performance. Dataset Shift is a 165
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common problem in machine learning, and it can166

have significant consequences, such as a decrease167

in accuracy. In the case of EmoWoz, the dataset168

Shift arises from the fact that (Feng et al., 2022)169

kept the original partitioning of MultiWOZ, which170

is not evenly distributed across partitions for this171

particular task.172

It’s worth noting that while the original partition-173

ing of MultiWOZ data is suitable for many tasks174

related to the development of task-oriented conver-175

sational agents, it may not be ideal for emotion de-176

tection. Emotion detection requires consideration177

of different contextual aspects, which may require178

a new partitioning approach. For instance, in the179

original partitioning, 60% of messages with the180

Fearful emotion in the training set were in conver-181

sations with the police or hospital. However, in the182

validation and test sets, none of the conversations183

with Fearful emotions were related to the police or184

hospital. This contextual aspect of the conversa-185

tion plays a crucial role in accurately recognizing186

emotions.187

Based on the bootstrap test, the p-values for the188

three dataset pairs were close to zero, suggesting189

that the observed differences in label proportions190

between the train, validation, and test sets are un-191

likely to have occurred by chance. Therefore, we192

can conclude that there is evidence of dataset shift193

between the train, validation, and test sets, indicat-194

ing that a model trained on the train set may not195

perform well on the test set.196

To address this issue, we use stratified sampling,197

which is a sampling technique that ensures that198

each sub-group in the data is represented propor-199

tionally in the sample. In this case, we use stratified200

sampling to ensure that the training set has a distri-201

bution similar to the validation and test sets. Strat-202

ified sampling is particularly useful in situations203

where the distribution of the target variable is im-204

balanced or varies across sub-groups in the data. In205

the case of EmoWoz, the distribution of emotions206

in the training set has differed from that in the vali-207

dation and test sets, which could have contributed208

to the dataset shift. We used the Algorithm 1 to get209

a new partitioning of the data. By using stratified210

sampling, we have ensured that the emotion distri-211

bution in the training set was similar to that in the212

validation and test sets, which helps to reduce the213

dataset Shift and improve the model’s performance.214

Table 3 shows the annotator’s F1-score after the215

new partitioning.216

Data: MultiWoz dataset with emotion
labels from EmoWOZ

1. Group the dataset based on their utterance ids
and find a list with the emotion sequence in
each utterance.

2. Determine the frequency of emotional
sequences in the dataset.

3. Make a dictionary called emotion_seq_dict
with the emotional sequence as the key and
the counts of the sequence in the dataset as
the value.

4. Partition the whole dataset into one set called
frequent_seq with conversations of more than
six emotional list frequencies and another set
non_frequent_seq with the rest of the data.

5. For the frequent_seq, do the stratified
sampling of conversation based on the
emotion sequence and partition it to the
training, validation, and test set, with a
80-10-10 split similar to the original split of
the data.

6. Use random sampling to partition the
non_frequent_seq to the training, validation,
and test sets.

7. Find the union of the two partitions to get the
partitioning of the whole dataset.

Algorithm 1: Stratified sampling for emotion
recognition in the conversation

3 Case study 217

Feng et al. (2022) used Bert, Contextual BERT, 218

DialogueRNN (Majumder et al., 2019), and COS- 219

MIC (Ghosal et al., 2020) for the baseline methods. 220

Among methods used in EmoWOZ, BERT did not 221

incorporate the sequential aspects of the conver- 222

sation, yet it yielded the best Macro F1 scores in 223

most EmoWOZ subsets. We build up the BERT 224

model by computing the relative embedding of the 225

message from the chatbot and agent and employ 226

a transformer model to address the sequential as- 227

pects of the problem. Hyperparameters for this 228

method using both the original and proposed parti- 229

tioning are illustrated in Table 4. Upon examining 230

the results, we can see that in the original partition- 231

ing, the hyperparameters corresponding to the top- 232
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Data F1 for each Emotion Label Macro F1
Neu. Fea. Dis. Apo. Abu. Exc. Sat. w/o N. w N.

Train 94.02 52.38 50.97 73.06 34.87 41.73 88.83 56.98 62.27
Val. 93.86 48.58 47.16 71.49 37.50 41.65 88.69 55.85 61.28
Test 93.79 52.08 46.13 72.20 32.26 41.54 88.49 55.45 60.93

Table 3: Performance of annotators based on F1
for emotion labels (Neutral, Fearful, Dissatisfied,
Apologetic, Abusive, Excited, Satisfied) on MultiWOZ
after new partitioning.

Original splits Stratified splits
Batch Epochs Val. Test Dif. Val. Test Dif.

8 4 51.4 48.92 -2.48 52.25 51.58 -0.67
8 8 49.52 52.35 2.83 53.5 52.38 -1.12
16 4 50.58 54.03 3.45 53.09 51.76 -1.33
16 8 50.31 51.77 1.46 53.54 49.68 -3.86
32 4 48.96 54.23 5.27 55 53.73 -1.27
32 8 49.86 52.27 2.41 56.8 53.14 -3.66

Table 4: Performance of different hyper-parameters.

performing model on the validation set produced233

the worst model on the test set. This discrepancy234

could be indicative of data drift, as we previously235

discussed. This implementation uses five distinct

Figure 1: This figure depicts the Macro F1 score for
each of the seeds utilized in implementing the sequential
extension of the BERT model on the origial Multiwoz
partitioning. For each hyperparameter, both the Macro
F1 score in the validation and test sets are plotted in
close proximity to one another. Additionally, the colors
within the figure represent the five distinct seeds utilized
in the embedding step.

236
seeds to generate five unique embeddings. We then237

employed five seeds to construct the transformer238

model on top of these embeddings. Consequently,239

we had 25 different models for each parameter in240

Table 4. To visualize the Macro F1 score for each241

of these models, we included Figures 1 and 2. The242

Figure 2: This figure depicts the Macro F1 score for
each of the seeds utilized in implementing the sequential
extension of the BERT model on the proposed Multi-
woz partitioning. For each hyperparameter, both the
Macro F1 score in the validation and test sets are plot-
ted in close proximity to one another. Additionally, the
colors within the figure represent the five distinct seeds
utilized in the embedding step.

colors within these figures correspond to the five 243

distinct seeds utilized in the embedding step. No- 244

tably, we can observe that only in the proposed par- 245

titioning of the data the change in averaged Macro 246

F1 score is similar across the validation and test 247

sets for various hyperparameters. Furthermore, we 248

can observe that for models with equivalent hyper- 249

parameters, the change in score across different 250

initial seeds is comparable in both the validation 251

and test sets. These observations suggest that no 252

data drift is present in the new partitioning. 253

4 Concluding remarks 254

After analyzing the original data partitioning, we 255

have identified potential data drift and suggested 256

an alternative approach to address this issue. Our 257

evaluation of the results indicates that the new par- 258

titioning approach effectively reduces data drift, 259

as demonstrated by the consistency of Macro F1 260

scores in both the validation and test sets across dif- 261

ferent hyperparameters and initial seeds. These 262

findings suggest that the proposed partitioning 263

method is a suitable alternative for researchers 264

working on emotion detection using MultiWOZ 265

data. This work emphasizes the significance of 266

meticulously choosing and employing partitioning 267

methods in the training and assessment of machine 268

learning models. 269
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